Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 21

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. false
4. not paid
5. not clear
7. to start again
8. to give back money
10. to write again
12. to give back a feeling of freshness
14. remember
15. to regard as not honest or dependable
16. not usual
20. opposite of neat
21. to cause annoyance
23. to undo a knot or bow
24. built again
25. a messy condition
26. never used
27. to continue no longer

Down
1. to remove a load from
2. to remove the cover from
3. bumpy
6. to use again
9. not fair
11. to wind up again
12. to do again
13. to spoil the color of
14. to change the arrangement of
17. not planned
18. to stop being together as a group
19. opposite of enjoy
22. to put back